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       NEAR Hackathon Session 10: Market Driven and Product Ecosystem Development Panel withMatt Cutler, Zach Herring, Aliaksandr Hudzilin & Matt Lockyer Transcript by 4NTS Note: Some Parts Not Included Due To Sound or Conversation Watch The Full Video For Certainty and Quoting For Other Purposes Alexander Hudzilin - NEAR Protocol. Matt Cutler - Block Native Zach Herring - Consensys Relays Moderator = Matt L. Market Driven Product Development and Ecosystem Community Development: What does market driven development mean to you? Matt: Co-Founder and CEO of BlockNative. Specialist in the Memb pool and everything to do with transactions before they go on chain. The big challenge for market driven for Matt has to do with understanding the state of the market. Here with Crypto and Blockchain it is super early and changing really quickly - so it’s really difficult to understand the needs of user A and user B and user C and if they reflect the opportunity going forward. So it's really challenging to do market driven development in this space and that’s part of what makes it so fun. Zach: Product designer for 9 years - designer for 14 years. Been building at Consensys under the Relays program for 3 years - been working with early teams designing products and advising projects on how to get product market fit as quick as possible. Using research, using prototyping, using a whole bunch of methodologies most of it from the design thinking google spread sort of framework. Sasha -Take information in the first place from the market in order to understand what people want. In the last 20 years the product market fit is a challenge, because people tend to build first. And we are seeing this happen in the crypto space as well. So we are trying on our end to change that as much as possible - to try to teach people how to talk to the market, get insights from the market, experiment with different distribution channels, to be able to build something that people want. Market is this huge word. A lot of people conflate it and get confusing definitions for it. How would we break market down into the signals, metrics, and practices that you guys are paying attention to when you are thinking about developing a successful product? Matt - Product Market Fit is a really delicate idea - hey there is a sizable number of people who are ready and willing to purchase your product or solution as currently configured. The market side of that to Matt is, are there a sizable number of potential buyers? And in a world where the number of people participating changes every single day, where the nature of the people varies - are they on the trader side of the house, or the builders side of the house, or on the investor side of the house - those are changing radically too. And then their needs are also evolving - three months ago, if you had said I am building for Yield farmers, people would have looked at you sideways. Now if you say that people look at you like you are a genius. For Matt it is all about what are the current set of requirements and asks that are not yet fulfilled among a sizeable and critically growing place in the market. It is very hard to crystal ball this and guess where users are going to be - and that is why this is much more art than science very often. Zach -I feel like we are constantly thinking about how we have users and we talk to them when we want to build something. This is good when we have an established user set. But when you are starting right at the ground up, you are making these first set of crucial decisions and assumptions that are going to determine the trajectory of your product for the next six to twelve months depending on how long you work on this. The whole point of market driven development is to product the scope, to where you are not only paying attention to what people want - because people say they want a lot of things. But you are looking at the context of how they are making these decisions, and why they are making these decisions - and the problems they are actually solving, and how they are solving them - and what those solutions are actually worth to them, then you can start developing a thesis around a product / business...Crypto is a really amazing diverse space to where a product doesn't necessarily mean a business, cause you could be building like an open-source protocol, or a whole bunch of different things that are community driven, but those are still markets - you are still competing. Even if its not for money you are competing for people contributing to your open source project, or you are competing for your community. There is still kind of like a market sense...To me the market is kind of the broader context of how people would be utilizing your product in the context of everything that they are kind of doing within that framework or within the context of solving that problem. How does Sasha and the teams he works with, think about the market when you are at this early stage, post-ideation, and trying to figure it out? How do you guys think about breaking down the market. Sasha: Usually people have some vague definition of the market, where they work with like an eSports vertical or digital art vertical or gaming vertical. We then figure out how to get insights from the market - whether it is creating landing pages, to reach as many people as possible. What I advise people to do is to talk to as many people as possible to try to get as much insight into the market as possible. Matt: One of the big changes that I think crypto has brought about, is this notion of community driven market development - where you are creating, structures and incentives for the community to get behind something to carry it and send it forward. We are watching this play out right now. There is a huge amount of potential, but also a lot of questions as there are answers right now. Zach: To me this is the truest definition of an open-market. You see all of the pieces getting to the market, and the interoperability of how the different pieces fit together is kind of crazy. To me this is a lot of the reason of why I got into Web3, because in Web2 a lot of the playbooks are already in place, you saw a lot of calcification - for lack of a better word. You have the playbooks, you know what it looks like to go to network. But what we are seeing within this open market with all of the composability of these different pieces is one of the most exciting things - because the playbook has yet to have been written with all of these dynamics. How do we separate the signal from the noise out there? How do we suss out the actual details. Lets get into the dirt and talk about the tactics and the strategies. Matt - 2 techniques - we did a ton of experimentation. One that is really surprising is that communicating in memes is a lot more effective than anything else, we hired someone young who is called meme lordy. The level of engagement on a meme is why they are mems. The other one I would say is direct engagement - build something, prototype it, and show it to somebody. My experience is, that it is not subtle and if they don’t like it, people will be pretty direct with you and say I hate it, that’s dumb, I would never use that. If they love it, they will leap across the table and say this is it. And if they don’t care they will say, that’s cool and interesting. Listening very carefully to that reaction, and then when someone jumps across the table and says, this is it - listening to what they are responding to - because every time I do this - what I think is interesting, and what I think my customers think is interesting - are different. Zach: To me, the danger is whenever you are showing people a prototype, the danger is to not think about the social context about that. If you wrote a song and then showed someone what you think of it, they will probably say that is pretty interesting. You will probably hear the same thing for a prototype - leaping across the table is a really good judge on a prototype. I tend to write my usability scripts with some sort of call to action in the last part. Then you either leave a call to action of some sort of value exchange at that moment - would you introduce me to five other people who would be interested in this product? Would you be interested in signing up for a beta test of this product? To me that is the fastest way to start proving that you are building something valuable. Giving someone an email is a value exchange. Sasha: We talked to a whole bunch of people and got feedback from tons and tons of people. NEAR started really hard on scalability, and then moved into usability. High fidelity feedback with interviews with people. What are you guys thinking about DeFi, Yield Farming, and all of these things? There is a lot of liquidity sloshing around and lots of memes and stuff. What is the way to measure what the market wants out of DeFi in particular? Zach: Yield is the strongest signal I have seen. Matt: APY. I talked to my normy friends all the time for years about this space. I say, hey it’s easy to earn 100% APY and they are hooked. APY cuts through all of the confusing aspects. That is a pretty good attention grabber from DeFi. Zach: Tony Shang, had a blogpost about Ethos driven users vs secular users (for lack of a better word), and he was basically saying that a lot of people that you are going to meet in this space, especially early on - this was 2018 when he is saying this - he said a lot of people who you meet in this space are going to be people driven by decentralization, self-sovereign identity, like all of these things that are really attractive to the early adopters of crypto. Then he talks about the secular user, who doesn’t really care about decentralization - but they may say they do - they dont prioritize it. They dont pay enough of their time or efforts to show that they actually care about it. Instead they are caring more about these transactional exchanges of value - like 100% APY. One of the most interesting things about DeFi right now is that we are seeing almost a shift from a surge in speculation, as a way to attract secular users and that is where mass adoption will come from. We cannot expect to convert everyone into Ethos focused users. We have to start formulating value propositions that are going to appeal to a mass audience. Sasha: People are loyal to making money in DeFi space. You can do a lot more experimentation with finance. It is not sustainable, it is more about short term tactics, liquidity is not loyal to any brands, but we will see how we can create sustainable economies on top of it which is the question we will see in the next couple of years. Matt: In the crypto space we have see these wildly different needs and interests - but Yield farming has driven this consolidation of needs and interests. Everyone is doing it. So the opportunities and problems snap into focus….As much as it is an interesting and problematic type of behavior it will net be super healthy for the industry. Is there a gamification element to DeFi? It’s kind of fun. It’s that ramping difficult into mastery that people find so addictive? Zach: I look at it and I am reminded of early Flash Games and Age of Empires and World of Warcraft. Maybe this is one of the outgrowths of the interoperability of everything. I do think you are onto something there - part of the appeal of DeFi is triggering this MMO / RPG thing in which you don’t know what everyone is going to do, or where the APIs are going to go. It is exciting and you need a lot of the off-chain coordination and signals happening to follow things - Twitter, Reddit, and all of these things. That is part of what appeals about that. (25:00) NormyFriends - The average Joes - How do we bring in new people and how do we look at Normies? What are the tactics there? You mentioned a good one - make money. Make much more than your current offerings. Innovation at the speed of code was another. How do we communicate these fundamental concepts to people? Is it the rate of innovation that attracts entrepreneurs to start projects and pull our VC into the ecosystem? What tactics do we use to figure that out or to tease those desires in Normy people. Sasha: A lot of it comes to education. We need to throw all of the DeFi lingo out of the window. A lot of people cannot get into DeFi because of new words and vocabulary for learning it. We need to reduce the cognitive log and remove the language we use today to explain to people what we actually do. We need people who can break down things in a plain english way. Zach: T  here is a lot of distaste for the corporate structure. DeGen slang replicates that. There is a level of impermeability to the nomenclature we are using. I would fund a Gitcoin grant, for explain it like I am Five on DeFi concepts. Matt: I see this as a massive game, where you have skills levels and a bunch of things that come with that. The first of two points: 1. For normy friends, there is a bank where you could earn a 100% APY, would you be interested ? It’s in kind of a funny neighborhood would you be interested ? Even if you have to use a funny app? There is still a leap we have to make to get people into this ecosystem. The carrot is 100% APY. We are going to have to walk through some fire and go through all sorts of additional hoop hopping to get there. 2. The normal way of thinking is: Go to school, learn how to code, get a job, make money. Now it is: Go to school, learn online, learn crypto, don’t get a job, make money. You can skip the whole get a job part. It is no longer indirect. Get good at this game, make money. The middle step is eliminated in DeFi. I think that is going to be the whirlpool that sucks everyone in. (30:10) We are looking at the market, we are measuring the market, we are talking to people. Does anyone here have experience in the dichotomy between measuring the market for a product or a market or ecosystem development from an established economy or a first-world economy vs an emerging market? Does anyone have a background in this? Matt: Blocknative is my 7th or 8th startup. What I have found is that every major change has its own dynamics. The hardest part - and this is very hard for us now - the book crossing the chasm - it has this curve where you go from visionary, early adopter, chasm, early majority, late majority - and it's all about how you have to change the tactics to cross the chasm from the early adopters to the early majority to really, really grow. But the part of the book that no one really understands is, that the part of the visionaries versus the early adopters. The visionaries are these mad scientists who have these grand ideas, and tons of excitement, but they are often dead end. And this world of crypto is full of visionaries - You have all these super smart people who have these really smart ideas and they are saying this - it’s easy to get sort of sucked into that, and then the question is, are they representative of where the market is going to go or are they a mad scientist. It is very hard for them to determine. These models of how markets developed are useful - but the idea that crypto will be just like X I don't buy into at all. Crypto will be its own thing. How do we separate out the visionary people from the early adopters? How do we hone in on a true user - somebody in Crypto as a participant and not as a builder or leader of a project. Is that even possible? Zach: F irst off, because so much of crypto twitter - the people who are building are also the users - this is kind of unique. You couldn’t necessarily talk about designing products. One of the first ways to test the market is to start engaging in the conversation. It teaches you a lot of the nomenclature that people are using - it teaches you that if you are up on the language it speeds up the time you have to communicate the concepts you are playing with. It gives you a really rapid way to test ideas. Sasha: T here are definitely telegram groups or discord channels out there where you can find early users or early adopters. It is a great place to interview people and understand where they are coming from. So many users are builders of the futures not the bug of the ecosystem. The insular nature of what we are building is accelerating development, and is an early leading indicator that we are on the right track of the ecosystem. For the average user, the traditional retail investor - we aren’t quite there yet, but that is okay. They will come along as we continue to build the building blocks out and enable new experiences. (37:40) We don’t have the killer app yet. We are starting to see somewhat, a killer ecosystem, sprout up around DeFi which is encouraging. Let’s take a second to figure out what you guys are thinking if we have reached the killer app moment - like the email moment - which hasn’t happened yet - what do you think it would be? And how do we measure getting closer to it? As we get closer to it, how do we refine the products on DeFi? Sasha: T he question requires entrepreneurs entering the space. In order to get to a killer app, I think you need to have some of the skills that you can measure by adoption. A music streaming service - Audius - is one that is growing really fast 30% month to month - which also happens to have an economy on top of it. Music is just one example, and hopefully it will be inspiration for podcasting, art, and other music communities. This is the closest I see to a killer app right now. Matt: The killer app is already here and there is already good evidence of it. They are boring but they are stable coins. The big things holding back this ecosystem was the underlying volatility and mental overhead of asset volatility in various cryptocurrencies. Once you remove that, and you have just a programmable dollar, this is the foundation of DeFi. The DeFi revolution doesn’t really happen without stable coins. 10 years from now we'll look back and say that was the thing that already unlocked it all. Sasha: A nother interesting thing that is not a stable coin but is from the crypto space: There was an unfair election, in Belarus, and they were able to raise some money and then they weren’t able to send the money because of the banking relationships on the other side of Belarus. People were able to raise new money in just crypto - with offramps, and that money could be transferred. It was a big realization moment for a bunch of people there. Matt: That point is super important. There is such need here, because people need the underlying crypto technologies. (45:50) How do we figure out what the market wants in the grey space? And what peoples tolerance are for something like Uniswap? Zach: T  he first step to me is understanding the point of the project. I assume we are talking to a broad range of people. The first step is to understand what success and sustainability looks like for what you want to build. If it is getting venture funding, or getting money to work on the project, then you have to understand the market and what it can support in lieu of what you can invest. That’s one of the first steps - and looking at what is successful - looking at projects receiving grants from the Ethereum foundation and other types of foundations. Its about continuing to Niche down until finding a person who is going to use it, and will enable you to build what you want to build and the future you want to see. (48:50) There is sort of a stack like Ideation, building your first prototypes, getting your first users: Do we vary the tactics of the advice along the stack? Is it all landing pages all the way down? Or do we have different strategies for different stages? Matt: There are 3 key signals when it comes to market development: 1. Is there demand? Without demand it doesn't matter what you build. 2. Is there adoption? Once you verify demand, are you building something that you would adopt? That people would actually take on? 3. What is the price? And when they adopt it what price are they willing to pay which is a function of utility and the demand as well as competitive alternatives? We come from the US, where we enjoy low inflation and relatively easy access to banking services - this makes it hard to empathize with the users from Venezuela and other parts of the world. Zach: I think it is important to prioritize the assumptions based on the stage you are at. What assumptions need to be true, in order for this to work. I think you have to make out a list, and then say, what assumption if wrong, is this product dead in the water. This usually narrows the list down to 1 to 5 things. Then you start asking, okay, how can you get in a reasonable degree of certainty that this is validated. This starts tying into this easy prototyping methodology where you get it and you start building something on something like a storyboard. Those are really interesting ways of testing out the value proposition, as well as the assumptions that you inherently carry when you start making something. (55:26) What do you think about a stable coin backed by Gold? Or What do we think about Stable Coins that represent actual assets licenses, rights, things like that? Is this kind of an attractive market? How would we get out there and test this hypothesis? Matt: Stable coin backed by gold is Paxos - my view of these things is that there is a surprising demand and diversity for stable coins. Why do you need one or more than one? Tether moved a billion Tether from Tron back into Ethereum back into Ethereum at the request of exchanges. My view of all of these things: You have a market, do they have a need? Do they adopt? And to what extent? Closing Statements. 
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